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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to present numerical design
tools for investigating the temporal and spectral character-
istics of THz pulses generated by short pulse rf-linac based
waveguided FEL oscillators. We demonstrate application
of these numerical tools on the design study and parameter
optimization of a THz FEL system that is expected to oper-
ate over a frequency range between 100-1100 microns [1].
Combination of effects resulting from the use of picosec-
onds short electron pulses and long radiation wavelengths
spread over such a wide spectral range on the one hand and
propagation of short radiation pulses in lengthy waveguide
resonators (as required in most of the rf-linac driven FELs)
on the other hand, necessitate a careful analysis of the in-
terplay between enhanced coherent spontaneous emission
(CSE), waveguide dispersion (group velocity dispersion),
slippage and cavity desynchronisation effects. In devising
the numerical design tool, we adopt space-frequency ap-
proach [2, 3] which enables a correct description of these
effects but it is time consuming when simulating an oscil-
lator FEL configuration. On the other hand, employing an
additional formalism to model the relevant aspects of the
problem in an approximated way while creating practical
means in terms of cpu usage. The former rigorous formal-
ism is used to validate the application range of the latter
in tackling the design problem with a reasonable accuracy
and replace it in cases of shortcomings in modelling prop-
erly the physics of the above mentioned THz FEL system.�
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The two methods presented in the paper are contemplated
for the design study of the planed wide spectral range, long
wavelength, short pulse waveguide THz-FEL oscillator.

Sample results are given applying the developed for-
malisms on a highly slippage dominated FEL regime where
submillimeter to millimeter wavelength radiation is gener-
ated by a few picoseconds long high peak current electron
bunches.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS

Time domain model

The time domain approach presented here and the im-
plemented numerical algorithm is described in details in
[4, 5]. Several assumptions are adopted in the model that
reduce greatly the computational effort in order to enable
an optimization of the system parameters. The longitudi-
nal motion of each macroparticle is tracked whereas the
transverse motion is accounted for by the beam envelope
equations [4]. The latter includes the influence of 3D beam
effects in an averaged manner. The profile of the optical
field is defined by the transverse modes that are excited
in a parallel plate (PP) waveguide resonator [5, 6]. The
evolution of the mode amplitudes is governed by Eq. (1)
where, by adopting SVEA and introducing the transforma-
tions ���	�
�������� and ���
���� � � , the inhomogeneous
wave equation simplifies into:�� � ����� ����� � � ��� �! #"%$'&)(* ��� �,+ -	./0 .1�2 �!� ��� � �43 � ��� � �5 � � ��� � � 6 798 �;: �=<>�?A@�BDC=EGF H 8 �;: �=<

(1)

In (1) ����� ������� � is the complex envelope of a modulated
wave train with carrier frequency- and axial wavenumber��� � of the excitedI ’th mode, which satisfy the waveguide
dispersion relation.J ? �!� ��� � � is the ponderomotive phase.
The longitudinal distribution of the particles is represented
by the term3 � ��� � � � 5 � � ��� � ��K�L (;M�N . �O , where

5 � � ��� � �
denotes the number of particles within a fraction of the ra-
diation period allowing for a more accurate description of
CSE effects when the current profile of the electron bunch
varies significantly at the scale of the radiation period [5].
The source term is averaged over the associated subwave-
length long beam segment

O
.
"

is the filling factor. 2 �!� ��� � �
results from averaging the source term over the transverse
gaussian density profile of the electron beam. For the case
of a parallel plates (PP) waveguide it can be expressed by

APPROACHES IN MODELLING A WAVEGUIDE RF-LINAC THz-FEL

A widely used approach in describing radiation fields
generated by short pulse rf linac FEL oscillators is based
on modal expansion of the intracavity fields and solving
the wave equation for the amplitudes of the excited trans-
verse cavity eigenmodes, in time and axial dimension.
this time domain approach, mode amplitudes are calculated
by adopting the slowly varying envelope approximation
(SVEA). The longitudinal propagation number
carrier wave is usually assumed to represent a group veloc-
ity and a wave impedance of the frequencies encompassed
within the spectral bandwidth of the optical pulse envelope
as it evolves within the interaction region.
cases where dispersive effects arising from a waveguided
cavity become influential, the space-frequency approach is
a straightforward method to tackle the problem without in-
troducing further approximations. One such case is being
studied based on a highly slippage dominated short pulse
rf-linac FEL operating at long wavelengths.
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the analytical term:2 �!� ��� � � � @QPR S�T%U�V � � � W @�E�X#Y#Z=[]\�@�E_^#X�Y#Z=[a` (2)

with the parametersb , T , c and J defined in [5].
U�V

andU�d
are the rms transverse dimensions of the beam, deter-

mined by solving the beam envelope equations in terms of
the longitudinal position� [4].

Due to the waveguide dispersion, slippage effects in
short pulse waveguide FELs exhibit differences in compar-
ison to open resonator FELs. The slippage lengthegf / for
the resonant radiation wavelengthh�i is defined as:egf / � 54j h�ilknm%� � ��o � K�p �9qr��� j � .9s�t Y . (3)

where
54j

and
��o � are the number of the wiggler periods

and the cutoff wavenumber of theI ’th transverse mode,
respectively.

The boundary conditions for the transverse modes are
imposed by the resonator and can be formulated as follows:� 8 u!v t <�Gw w � �4�yxD�#� � �{z 8 t < z 8 . <1 > �Gw : �}| 8 t <�Gw w~�Gw | 8 . <�Gw~� @9C�� H w w 8 � < � 8 u <� � ����e j �#�����Gi � (4)

where � 8 u <� � e j �#�G� � denotes the complex amplitude of theI ’th mode at the exit of the interaction region at the pass
number L and �Gi���eg� K ��_i is the cavity round-trip time.z 8 ? < signifies reflectivity of the mirrors.| 8

? <�Gw w��Gw describes
modes conversion, cavity losses and outcoupling.

The group velocity dispersion effects might influence
the dynamics of the FEL amplification process in multi-
ple round-trips. The inclusion of group velocity dispersion
into the time domain model requires the solution of the
second order wave equation [7]. In the presented model,
the quadratic term associated with the group velocity dis-
persion is omitted in the waveguide dispersion relation
as a consequence of SVEA. Instead, the dispersion is al-
lowed for in an approximate manner in the model. Using
a Fourier series expansion (FSE), the complex field am-
plitude ����� ������� � is expressed, at each pass, at the end of
the FEL interaction in terms of longitudinal eigenmodes
of the cold cavity with the respective-�� ��� + * M K �Gi and��� �!�~-�� � . Each � ’th longitudinal mode propagates with the
own

��� �!�~-�� � over the dispersive feedback section. Prior
entering the interaction region,the field amplitudes of the
longitudinal modes are summed (FSE

B t ) to yield the up-
dated���!� ����xD�#� � which encompasses the effect of group
velocity dispersion over the “drift” section in the preceding
round-trip. Subsequently, starting the new round-trip, the
procedure is repeated within the interaction region, after
carrying out many integration steps in solving the first order
wave equation as described in Eq. (1). Although the out-
lined algorithm makes use of the longitudinal cavity modes
in representing the complex field amplitude���!� ������� � , it
circumvents to reformulate the wave equation (1) for the
amplitudes of the longitudinal modes and spares solving a
large number of coupled axial mode equations.

Space-frequency model for FEL oscillators

Assuming a uniform cross-section resonator (usually a
waveguide), the total electromagnetic field at every plane� can be expressed in the frequency domain as a sum of a
set of transverse (orthogonal) eigenfunctions with profiles�� �!��� �#� � [2, 3]. At the beginning of a round-trip numberL ,
each of the modes is assumed to have an initial amplitude� 8 u <� � xD� � � and the total field at����x is given by:�� 8 u < ��� �#�Q������xD� � � � > � � 8 u <� � xD� � � �� �!��� �#� � (5)

At the end of the interaction region�4�ye j , the field is:�� 8 u < ��� �#�Q��e j � � � � > � � 8 u <� � e j � � � �� ����� �#� � @ v C=� 7 H 8�� <��D�
(6)

The amplitude of theI th mode excited by the electron
beam with current density

�� 8 u < ��� �#�Q����� � � is given by:� 8 u <� � e j � � � � � 8 u <� � xD� � � � m*9� � 1� �D�( ��� �� 8 u < ��� �#�Q����� � � + ����� ��� �#� � @�BDC=� 7 H 8�� <��¡  �   �   �
(7)

where the normalization of the mode amplitude is made
via the complex Poynting vector power

� � [3]. The spec-
tral density of the energy flow after the interaction with the
electron beam at theL th round-trip is: �¢ 8 u < � e j �  � � > ��£££ � 8 u <� � e j � � � £££ . m*¥¤§¦ � ��¨ (8)

After a round-trip in the resonator of lengtheg� , the field
at the entrance of the interaction region is [8]:�� 8 u!v t < ��� �#�Q���4�yxD� � � � > �Gw � 8 u!v t <�Gw � xD� � � �� � w ��� �#� � �
� > �Gwª©« > �Gw w z � w � w w � 8 u <� w w � e j � � �n¬ �� � w ��� �#� � @ v C=� 7 H w 8�� <���®

(9)

where z �Gw��Gw w is a complex coefficient, expressing the inter-
mode field reflectivity of transverse modeI�� � to mode I�� ,
due to scattering of the resonator mirrors or any other pas-
sive elements in the entire feedback loop. Scalar multipli-
cation of both sides of Eq. (9) by

�� �� ��� �#� � , results in the
initial mode amplitude:� 8 u!v t <� � xD� � � � > �Gw w z �#� w w � 8 u <�Gw w � e j � � � @ v C=� 7 H 8�� <���® (10)

which is required in equation (7) to solve the field excited
in the consecutive round-trip. In the frequency domain, the
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Table 1: Operational parameters of THz-FEL.

PARAMETER THz FEL
Wavelength: h�¯�m�m)x�x%° m
Beam energy: ± � ��m)x]²�m)³ MeV
Energy spread:

Ua´ � N�µ·¶ � ¯yxD¸ ³ %
Bunch charge: ¹  �ºm)³�» pC
Pulse length:

U � � N�µ·¶ � �ºm�¸ x'²�³D¸ » ps
Repetition rate: 23.6 MHz
Wiggler period: h j � S x mm (hybrid.)
Wiggler: ¼ � N�µ·¶ � �yxD¸ S ²�³D¸ ½
Number of periods:

54j ��¾�x
Waveguide: Rectangular1 ( ³ S 1 m)x mm. )

or PP2 waveguide (
  ��m)x mm)

Resonator round-
trip length: ¿]ÀyÁD¸ ³�» m

total out-coupled radiation obtained at the oscillator out-
put after

5
round-trips is composed of a summation of the

circulated fields (6) inside the resonator:��ÃÂ &)Ä � � � �� > �ÆÅ � 6>u!Ç ( � 8 u <� � e j � � � �� �!��� �#� � @ v C=� 7 H 8�� <��D� (11)

whereÅ � is I th mode field transmission of the out-coupler.
The energy spectrum of the electromagnetic radiation ob-
tained at the output after

5
round-trips is given by: �¢ Â &)Ä � 5 �  � � > �ºÈ � £££££

6>u!Ç ( � 8 u <� � e j � � � £££££
. m* ¤§¦ � ��¨ (12)

where È � �ÊÉ Å � É . is the power transmission coefficient of
mode I .
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Figure 1: Spontaneous emission spectrum.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the bunching factor along the wig-
gler for different oscillator round-trips.

SIMULATIONS

To simplify the analysis, single transverse modeË'± ( t is
assumed in the simulations. Operational parameters of the
system is given in the table 1. Drive electron bunch con-
sists from shortË  �ÍÌÎ¸ * ps bunches with Gaussian lon-
gitudinal distribution and with an energy-phase correlation
similar to the ones considered in [9, 10]. Figure 1 demon-
strates spectrum of spontaneous emission obtained in the
frequency domain by the WB3D code [3, 8]. The simu-
lations were carried out with

5 / �Ïm)x�x�x macroparticles;
the resulted spectrum was then normalized to the number
of electrons

5 ´ ��¹  K � 5 / @ � in the simulation (see [11]
for details). The power of spontaneous emission isÐ�f / �Ñ 8 f / <Ä Â Ä K�Ò f / ¯�»r¸ »l° W, where

Ñ 8 f / <Ä Â Ä ¯ÊxD¸ » fJ is the total
energy flux of spontaneous emission found by integration
of the spectrum, andÒ f / �ªe j K  � ( ��e j K ��_i�¯ªxD¸ m�m ns
is the slippage time.

The following results relate to FEL oscillator configu-
ration, based on a train of bunches with repetition rate of
about 23.6 MHz. Fig. 2 shows evolution of the bunching
factor Ó � � � � @ C jQÔ Ä F 8 �=<

along the wiggler as function of
oscillator round-trip number. At the first round-trip, spon-
taneous emission takes place. At this stage, the intensity
of the radiation is rather low and variations in the bunching
factor are mainly due to the initial energy-time correlation
in the electron bunch. At further round-trips, the emitted
field causes additional bunching in the electron beam.

Evolution of the stored intracavity energy during the
first round-trips is presented in Fig. 3. Fabry-Perot res-
onator lineshape is also drawn for the comparison. The
free-spectral range is ÕlÖØ×Ù¯ tÄ�Ú ¯ * ³D¸ Á MHz, where�Gi·��eg� K ��_i§¯�¾ * ¸ ¾ ns is the round-trip time. Thefull-
width half-maximum of the transmission peaks is given byÕ ÑºÛ�Ü �ÞÝ¥ß�àá ¯âxD¸ Á�» MHz, where ãä�æågçè ét B è é �³�ÁD¸ x is the Finesse of the resonator (ê��ªÉ z�É . �yxD¸ S ¾ is the
total round-trip power reflectivity). The oscillator energy
buildup is shown in Fig. 4.

1Simulations carried out in the time domain model.
2Simulations carried out in the space-frequency approach.
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Figure 3: Oscillations build-up at the first round-trips.

Evolution of the radiation build-up process when the
bunches with uncorrelated energy spread are injected was
considered in the time domain model. Comparison of re-
sults of Fig. 4 and 5 reveals significant reduction of optical
pulse energy at the last case. The difference is explained by
the enhancement of coherent emission due to energy-phase
correlation, as described in [10].

CONCLUSIONS

In the paper we presented two approaches for simulat-
ing excitation and buildup of FEL radiation in an oscilla-
tor configuration. Using the models, a study of a FEL op-
erated at the sub-millimeter wavelengths was carried out.
The models consider dispersion effects in the waveguide
when a highly slippage radiation pulses are excited by a
train of short electron bunches produced by rf-linac.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the intracavity optical pulse energy
with round-trips, and the radiation power shape at small
signal gain (a) and at the beginning of the exponential gain
(b) regimes, respectively (time domain simulations with an
uncorrelated Gaussian beam energy spread).
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